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Sonja Rondestvedt & Brenda Lamb – DST
January 16, 2017
Elementary Math Focus Day

*What types of math
assessments do you
currently do?

*

* What is formative assessment?
* Examples of formative assessment
* Technology
* Hands on manipulatives

* Where to go next
* Guided Math
* Daily 3
* Math Centers
* Math Tool Boxes/Bags

* Questions

*
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Assessment for Learning:

*

Enables teachers to use information about
students’ knowledge, understanding and
skills to inform their teaching

*

Teachers provide feedback to students
about their learning and how to improve

*

Books

* Math Intervention P–2: Building Number Power with

Formative Assessments, Differentiation, and Games,
Grades Pre K–2

* Math Intervention 3–5: Building Number Power with

Formative Assessments, Differentiation, and Games,
Grades 3–5

*

* To find out if a student has one-to-one

correspondence, see if the student can successfully
match objects. Place 5 sheets of paper on the
table. Give the student 5 counters. Ask the student
to place one counter on each sheet of paper.
* If the student is successful, increase the quantity of
paper and counters. To find out if the student truly
owns what the student does with the situation.
Students who own one-to-one correspondence will
indicate that they need another sheet of paper to
complete the task.

*
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Easy

Complex

Recall: How did you match one with each?
Comprehension: Do all of the objects have a
match?
Application: How did you use matching?
Analysis: How do you know that all of the
objects have a match?
Evaluation: How would you help someone who
could not match each?
Synthesis: Is there another way to match each?

*

* To find out if a student can represent numbers,

provide materials such as, paper, writing tools,
counters, base ten blocks, ten frames, and cubes.
Ask the student to show nine using any of the
materials.
* If the student successfully shows nine, ask him to
show nine a different way. Find out how many
different ways the student can show nine. If the
student does not successfully show nine, try a
smaller number. If the student successfully shows
nine in a variety of ways, try larger numbers.

*

Easy

Complex

Recall: What number is this?
Comprehension: How could you show that number
with pictures?
Application: Can you show the number another way?
Analysis: How does your representation show parts
of the number?
Evaluation: Is your way to show the number a good
way? Why or why not?
Synthesis: How could you reorganize your
representation?

*
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* To find out if a student understands ten, use a

set of ten frame dot cards. Show a ten frame
card with nine dots. Ask the student how many
dots on the ten frame.
* If the student responds accurately and quickly,
ask her to explain how she knows it is nine.
Solid explanations include nine as one less than
ten or ten as one more than nine or a row of
five and a row of four. Continue showing ten
frame cards (with different amounts of dots) in
random order. Notice which quantities students
can name accurately and efficiently. Use
students’ explanations to determine the degree
to which understandings are solid.

*

Recall: How many dots are on the ten frame?

Easy

Comprehension: How would you explain how nine
looks on the ten frame?
Application: How can you show two less than ten?
Analysis: Is there another way to show six on the ten
frame?
Evaluation: Why is the ten frame a good way to
show numbers?
Complex

Synthesis: What would a twelve frame look like?

*

* To find out if a student understands total and

parts, ask the student to describe the total and
parts of the following trains of cubes;

* Notice if the student provides the total and

parts in the descriptions. If the student is
successful, try different parts and larger totals.
Identify which totals and parts the students
know and which they do not know.

*
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Recall: What is the total?
Comprehension: How do the parts relate to the
total?
Application: How could you show different parts of
the total?
Analysis: How could you compare the parts of more
than one total?
Evaluation: What helps you understand the parts of
a total?
Synthesis: What if the total had many parts?

Easy

Complex

*

* To find out if a student understands take away

subtraction, ask the student to tell a story that
matches the following equation; 10-4=6. Notice if the
student is not successful, try a smaller equation such
as 4-1=3 and invite the student to use manipulatives
to demonstrate as he tells the number story.

* If the student is successful with 10-4=6, give a larger
equation such as 25-6=19 and invite the student to
write the equation and tell a related number story.

*

Easy

Complex

Recall: What is eight take away three?
Comprehension: How would you explain take away
subtraction?
Application: How would you use take subtraction in
this situation?
Analysis: Which number story represents take away
subtraction?
Evaluation: Which type of subtraction best
represents this math situation?
Synthesis: Is you started with 6 more, how would
that affect the difference?

*
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* To find out if a student understands addition

and subtraction fact families, provide the
following incomplete fact family and ask the
student which fact is missing from the family.
8 + 4 = 12
12 – 4 = 8
12 – 8 = 4

* If the student is not successful, try a similar

fact family. If the student is successful, ask her
to generate all of the facts in the 7,8,15 fact
family.

*

Easy

Complex

Recall: What is 5+2? What is 2+5?
Comprehension: How would you explain fact
families?
Application: How would show the fact family of 6,7,
13?
Analysis: What relationship do you see between 8+9
and 17-9?
Evaluation: What advice would you give to someone
who does not understand fact families?
Synthesis: Is it possible to have a fact family for this
equation 2+3+4=9?

*

* To find out if a student understands repeated addition

multiplication, give the student the following repeated
addition equations and ask the student to give the
related multiplication equation.
3+3+3+3=
8+8+8=
* If the student is successful, provide the following
multiplication equations and ask the student to give the
related repeated addition equations.
7X4=
6X9=
* If the student is not successful with either set of
problems, try groups of two, five, or ten. If the student
is successful with both sets of problems try more
complex problems.

*
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Recall: What is 2+2+2+2+2?

Easy

Comprehension: How do you know that 5+5+5+5=20?
Application: How would you illustrate 6 groups of 3?
Analysis: How does skip counting connect to
repeated addition?
Evaluation: Why is repeated addition a
multiplication concept?
Complex

Synthesis: What kind of diagram could you create to
show repeated addition?

*

* To find out if a student understands fair shares

division, give the student a set of 48 counters and
explain that the student will use counters to model
the problem.

There are 48 pieces of candy. There are four boxes.
How many pieces of candy go inside each box?

* Notice if and how the student partitions the

dividend. If the student is mot successful, try of
similar story with easier numbers.

* If the student is successful try of similar story using
numbers that result in a remainder situation.

*

Easy

Complex

Recall: What is the divisor?
Comprehension: How would you describe fair share
division?
Application: When would you use fair shares to solve
a problem?
Analysis: How would you compare fair shares to
repeated subtraction?
Evaluation: In your judgment, is the fair shares
concept helpful? Why?
Synthesis: What kind of song could you create about
fair shares division?

*
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* To find out if a student understands rectangular

arrays for multiplication and division, ask the student
to draw a rectangular array for the following
expressions;
3X10

21÷7

7X4

40÷8

* Notice how the student illustrates the arrays. Provide
easier or more difficult expressions based on the
student’s degree of success with the problems.

*

Easy

Recall: What are three rows of two?
Comprehension: What are rectangular arrays?
Application: How would you show the array for 9X4?
Analysis: Which array matches the expression?
Evaluation: What is the most important things about
rectangular arrays?

Complex

Synthesis: How would you recognize the array to
show a different problem with the same product/
dividend?

*

*
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*

*

*
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Guided Math is a structure for teaching whereby a
teacher supports each child’s development of
mathematical proficiency at increasing levels of
difficulty, within the context of a small group.
Teachers facilitate this learning through handson, scaffolded conversations and intensive
questioning.



*

* Math Warm-Up (5 minutes)
* Mini-Math activities that review a range of math
concepts

* Mini-Lesson (10-20 minutes)
* Explicit instruction on a skill or strategy

* Guided Math (30-40 minutes)
* Students practice math concepts and apply mini-lesson
-Conferring -Small Groups -Independent Math

* Closing (5 minutes)
* Wrap-up and students share

*

• Similar to guided reading
• Homogenous grouping by ability or

heterogeneous grouping by interest

• Provides scaffolding to support the learning
efforts of students

• Encourages exploration and understanding of
math concepts in a risk-free learning
environment
• Increases teacher knowledge of students

*
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• Work may be differentiated in procedure,
level of difficulty, or by work product

• Enhanced communication which builds
competent math thinkers

• Encourage use of manipulatives to increase
student comprehension

• Students stay focused
• Incorrect understanding easily detected and
corrected

• Cooperation among all levels of students is
encouraged

*

*

Students select from three choices, working
independently toward personalized goals, while
the teacher meets individual needs through wholegroup and small-group instruction, as well as oneon-one conferring.
Students select from these three choices:
• Math by Myself
• Math Writing
• Math with Someone
*Math Technology

*
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• Students develop independence, stamina,
and accountability.

• Teachers are able to meet differentiated

needs, helping to ensure that all students
meet standard.
• Students are highly engaged and develop
a true love of mathematics.

*

*

* Be an integral part of daily instruction for all students;
* Provide meaningful, independent practice based on the
standards, curriculum objectives and students’ needs;

* Include a variety of activities differentiated to meet the
needs of students;

* Change regularly according to the needs of students;
* Hold students accountable for the work in which they
are engaged;

* Allow teachers to assess students’ math skills, strategies
and understandings.

*
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*

Example from Carole Fullerton

https://mindfull.wordpress.com



*

*
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* Guided Math: a framework for mathematics instruction by
Laney Sammons

* Guided Math Conferences by Laney Sammons
* Strategies for Implementing Guided Math by Laney Sammons
* Daily 5 (Daily 3 math chapter) by Gail Boushey
* Math Work Stations by Debbie Diller
* Math Intervention P–2: Building Number Power with
Formative Assessments, Differentiation, and Games, Grades
Pre K–2 by Jennifer Taylor-Cox
* Math Intervention 3–5: Building Number Power with
Formative Assessments, Differentiation, and Games, Grades
3–5 by Jennifer Taylor-Cox

*
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